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A Presentation of Grupo de Estudos em
História Medieval

Luiz Felipe Anchieta Guerra
State University of Montes Claros (Unimontes)
The Study Group of Medieval History (Grupo de Estudos em História
Medieval, GEHM), was created in early 2020 through the initiative of undergraduate
students from the State University of Montes Claros (Unimontes) who were studying
themes involving the Middle Ages for their bachelor theses. It accompanied a surge
of interest in the field of Medieval Studies in both pop culture and in academia in
many countries, including Brazil.1 This was largely due to the recent growth in
popularity of medieval themes in movies, books, and TV shows like Game of Thrones,
which even inspired a “medieval” Brazilian telenovela.2 But the aforementioned surge
also benefited, to some extent, from the advancement of new technologies that
allowed easier access to primary sources and recent publications, as well as a greater
exchange of information between international researchers. This stimulated
scholarship and interest about the European Middle Ages in Brazil, and allowed

Néri de Barros Almeida, ’A História Medieval no Brasil’, SIGNUM-Revista da ABREM, 14.1 (2013), 1–
16; Clinio Amaral and João Guilherme Lisbôa Rangel, A historiografia medieval no Brasil: de 1990 a 2017
(Curitiba: Appris Editora, 2019).
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students to engage with the academic environment beyond the Medieval History
course, which is mandatory in the History curriculum at Unimontes.
Within this context, GEHM was envisioned as a safe environment for the
students of Unimontes to discuss scholarship, as well as their own research themes
and ideas. While it is formally under the supervision of professors Vinícius César
Dreger and Robson Murilo Della Torre, the group is student-led, and is always
coordinated by an undergraduate, who at the time of founding was Karolina Santos.
This workshop environment was to be achieved through weekly in-person meetings
at the Unimontes campus. However, due to the COVID-19 outbreak in 2020, only the
first in-person meeting ever took place, and soon the group weas forced to adapt to
the new “remote” reality.
The transition, however, was ultimately beneficial for GEHM, as it allowed for
undergraduate students, graduate students, and even professors from other
institutions and parts of Brazil to participate in and engage with the meetings,
bringing different perspectives and expertise. This also opened the possibility to invite
guests, usually the authors of the texts being discussed, to partake in the debate, which
eventually led to the idea of inviting non-Brazilians for special meetings and trying to
make the group truly global. Starting with Richard Utz and including other wellknown scholars like Louise D'Arcens, Ronald Hutton, and Daniel Wollenberg,
GEHM’s seminar series has hosted, to date, over 30 scholars, from 5 continents,
ranging from graduate students to retired professors. These seminars have, in turn,
also attracted both a regular and varied international audience from all over the world.
Following the success of this internationalization effort, in 2021 GEHM hosted
its first conference: the 2021 Global Medievalisms Conference,3 which had over 300
registrants and included participants and guests from around the world, reaching far
beyond the traditional Anglophone world and including Asia, the Middle East,
Eastern Europe, and Central and South America. The conference also produced a
Fully
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selection of texts, curated from the papers, which are in the process of being
transformed in a peer-reviewed book.
As a result, the group grew and started to incorporate other members from
outside of Unimontes as members and collaborators, including graduate student Luiz
Guerra, PhD candidate Leandro César, and Prof. Dani Galindo. Currently, the group
comprises more than 20 academics, from undergraduate students to tenured
professors, who conduct research within or are interested in the fields of Medieval
Studies, Medievalism, and Late Antiquity, with specialties that encompass many
themes, sources, locations, and methodologies. The current coordinator is the
undergraduate student Melissa Martins Veloso, with Luiz Felipe Anchieta Guerra
acting as co-coordinator, and professors Vinícius Dreger and Robson Della Torre as
supervisor and co-supervisor respectively.
Due to its newfound broader audience, GEHM decided to keep its activities
100% online, even as the COVID-19 restrictions started to be lifted, and has maintained
its international profile with regular guests and special events. Also, the group will be
hosting its second international conference in 2022, Global Medievalisms II. This will
be the final conference that GEHM organizes on the topic of medievalism; we plan to
hold a more traditional Medieval Studies conference in 2023, and possibly a hybrid
conference (in person and remote) in 2024. The group also hosts weekly meetings to
discuss texts and research ideas, in Portuguese, and monthly meetings in English with
guests or volunteers. All meetings and events hosted by GEHM are open for all to
watch and participate in, regardless of degree or background, and they are also free
of charge, including the conference. So, anyone who is interested is more than
welcome to come to a meeting and see how it goes.
To be updated on the group’s schedule and announcements, please check our
Facebook and Instagram pages (@gehm.unimontes). For up-to-date news about the
2022 conference please check its website (globalmedievalism.org). Finally, for any
inquiries, doubts, questions, proposals, or suggestions please contact us via
medieval.unimontes@gmail.com. We hope to see some new faces soon!
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